KITCHENER LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT PROJECT

CASE STUDY
Buried Pipe & Fittings Protection

Project Data

A protective coating of Denso Paste is applied by hand
to provide the first layer of corrosion protection to the
substrate.

Voids and awkward angles on the valve are first filled with
Denso Profiling Mastic.

The valve is wrapped with Denso Petrolatum Tape to
complete the protection.

Location

Ontario - Canada

Completion

Early 2018

Project Type

Buried Ductile Iron Pipe & FItting
Corrosion Protection

Products Used

Denso Petrolatum Tape System

Contractor or Applied By

Grandlinq and more

Project Details
As southern Ontario continues to experience rapid growth and development the municipalities
of Kitchener, Waterloo and Cambridge, which exist within the Region of Waterloo, concluded that
a more advanced public transit system is necessary. Started in August 2014 and expected to be
operational in early 2018 is the light-rail transit system called “ion”.
The ion transit system will connect three important municipalities with a population of over
500,000, which are hubs of technological development, education and culture. The system will
span 37 kilometers with 19 stations at completion. When done, the system will tie together with
re-aligned bus routes and connect other established public transit systems like GO Transit and VIA
Rail trains.
The construction is being undertaken by Grandlinq which includes Plenary Group Canada;
Meridiam Infrastructure Waterloo; Aecon; Kiewit; Mass Electric Construction Canada; Keolis;
STV Canada Construction; AECOM and CIBC World Markets. Though the project remains to
be controversial, it is one that demonstrates a commitment to developing environmentally
sustainable modes of mass transit with all 14 rail cars being electrically powered.
The work has been slow and challenging as excavation in the heart of these century-old cities
unearths many unexpected finds from old rail lines to sanitary systems unmarked on any map.
The materials of construction have also been varied as designers have had to contend with
contaminated soils which put PVC piping at risk ultimately employing hundreds of meters of
ductile iron piping in addition to all of the metal fittings.
With a project as grand as this and with a price tag of over $790 million dollars, corrosion
prevention was one of many major concerns. The designers of this development enlisted Denso
to provide the Denso Petrolatum System to protect the buried ductile pipe and all of the fittings
both direct buried as well as within chambers. This project, which remains in progress, requires the
replacement of kilometers of water distribution piping and installation of new valves and fittings
with sizes in the 600mm range.
Denso is proud to contribute to a leading-edge project which will carry thousands of people
every day to work, school and home all while utilizing environmentally sustainable technology.
The Denso Petrolatum System will protect the municipal infrastructure that supplies all of those
people for generations to come.
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